We present locally complete inference rules for probabilistic deduction from taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events. Crucially, in contrast to similar infer ence rules in the literature, our inference rules are locally complete for conjunctive events and under additional taxonomic knowledge. We dis cover that our inference rules are extremely com plex and that it is at first glance not clear at all where the deduced tightest bounds come from.
INTRODUCTION
Representing and reasoning with uncertain knowledge has gained growing importance in the recent decades. The lit erature contains many different formalisms and methodolo gies for tackling uncertainty. Most of them are directly or indirectly based on probability theory.
In this paper, we focus on interval restrictions for condi tional probabilities as probabilistic knowledge. The con sidered probabilistic deduction problems consist of a prob abilistic knowledge-base and a probabilistic query. We give a classical example. As a probabilistic knowledge-base, we take the probabilistic knowledge that all ostriches are birds, that ostriches do not fly, that at least 95% of all birds fly, and that not more than 10% of all birds are ostriches. As a prob abilistic query, we may wonder about the entailed greatest lower bound and the entailed least upper bound for the rate of all birds that are ostriches. The solution to this proba bilistic deduction problem is 0% for the entailed greatest lower bound, and 5% for the entailed least upper bound.
This kind of probabilistic deduction problems can be solved in a global approach by linear programming or in a local approach by the iterative application of inference rules. The global approach by linear programming (see, for example, [21] , [12] , [22] , [10] , [15] , [14] , [3] , and [18] ) can be performed within rich probabilistic languages capa ble of representing many facets of probabilistic knowledge (see especially [10] ). Probabilistic deduction by linear pro gramming is globally complete, that is, it really produces the requested tightest bounds entailed by the whole prob abilistic knowledge-base. However, it generally runs in exponential time in the size of the probabilistic deduction problems. Moreover, it cannot provide any explanatory in formations on how the deduced results are obtained.
Mainly to overcome these deficiencies, researchers started to work on local techniques based on inference rules. The local approach (see, for example, [7] , [9] , [2] , [8] , [25] , [11] , [13] , and [16] ) is generally performed within more restricted probabilistic languages. The iterative application of inference rules is very rarely and only within very re stricted probabilistic languages globally complete (see [11] for an example of globally complete local probabilistic de duction in a very restricted framework). Moreover, if the inference rules allow complex events, then they are gener ally even not locally complete anymore, that is, they gen erally even do not produce the tightest bounds entailed by the partial probabilistic knowledge in their premises (see [11] and [13] for inference rules that are locally complete only for complex events that are not logically related). Lo cal approaches are generally expected to be more efficient than global ones. Furthermore, they can elucidate the de duction process by the sequence of applied inference rules.
The local approach has been considered very promising in the literature so far. However, its major drawback for prac-tical applications is its global incompleteness. In partic ular, it is very disappointing that even the inference rules are generally not locally complete anymore for complex events. Hence, the first motivating idea of this paper is to elaborate new inference rules that are locally complete for complex events. Following this idea, we also hope to make a big step towards global completeness.
Coming back to our introductory example, we observe that the sentences that all ostriches are birds and that os triches do not fl y are not purely probabilistic. That is, the probabilistic knowledge-base implicitly contains tax onomic knowledge. Many practical applications in fields like, for example, biology, technology, and medicine re quire the representation of this kind of taxonomic knowl edge besides purely probabilistic knowledge. Own prelim inary results in [16] now show that taxonomic knowledge can be exploited for an increased efficiency and a decreased incompleteness in the local approach to probabilistic de duction. Thus, the second motivating idea of this paper is to explore the interplay between taxonomic and probabilis tic knowledge in probabilistic deduction, and to elaborate inference rules that exploit taxonomic knowledge. The re lationship between taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge is also analyzed in [13] , where probabilistic knowledge is integrated into a terminological language.
We choose taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events as a concrete framework in which our motivating ideas shall be realized.
In this frame work, the deduction of probabilistic knowledge is NP-hard (we show in [19] that it is even NP-hard for probabilistic knowledge-bases over basic events), while the deduction of taxonomic knowledge can be done in linear time in the size of the taxonomic knowledge-base. Hence, each in ference rule that exploits taxonomic knowledge can also be applied in linear time in the size of the taxonomic knowledge-base. Furthermore, taxonomic and probabilis tic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events are still ex pressive enough for many practical applications.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. As a fi rst contribution, we present locally com plete inference rules for probabilistic deduction from taxo nomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events. More precisely, the presented inference rules de duce logically entailed tightest bounds from a biconnected chain of three conjunctive events under additional taxo nomic knowledge over conjunctive events. Crucially, in contrast to existing inference rules in the literature, our in ference rules are locally complete for conjunctive events and under additional taxonomic knowledge.
As a second contribution, we discover that the presented in 
Pr is extended to probabilistic formulas by: Note that u is a closed interval in the real numbers (see, for example, [11] and [17] ). For u = 0, we canoni cally define inf u = 1 and sup u = 0. Now, A technique for probabilistic deduction is sound iff it com putes a correct answer for any given probabilistic query.
It is sound and globally complete iff it computes the tight answer for any given probabilistic query.
COMWUTATIONAL COMWLEXITY
In the just introduced framework of taxonomic and proba bilistic formulas over propositional events, the problem of computing the tight answer for a probabilistic query is NP hard, since it is a generalization of the satisfiability problem for probabilistic logic, which is known to be NP-complete from [12] . Moreover, the problem of deciding whether a taxonomic knowledge-base is satisfiable is NP-complete, since it generalizes the NP-complete satisfiability problem for propositional logic, and since it is generalized by the NP-complete satisfiability problem for probabilistic logic.
Hence, from the computational complexity point of view, it is reasonable to focus on a more restricted class of prob abilistic deduction problems.
Surprisingly, even the problem of computing the tight an swer for a probabilistic query over basic events to a proba bilistic knowledge-base over basic events is NP-hard, as we show in [ 19] . While already in the framework of taxonomic formulas over conjunctive events, the problem of decid ing whether a taxonomic formula is a logical consequence of a taxonomic knowledge-base can be solved in linear time in the size of the taxonomic knowledge-base. More precisely, taxonomic formulas over conjunctive events are well-known as functional dependencies in database theory (see, for example, [4] and [24] ). The results of this area
show that deducing taxonomic formulas over conjunctive events from taxonomic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events can be done in linear time by using a hull-operator on the set of all subsets of B U {1-} (see [ 16] and [ 17] ).
In the sequel, we focus on probabilistic queries over con junctive events to taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge bases over conjunctive events. In this framework, the deduction of probabilistic knowledge remains NP-hard.
However, at least each inference rule that exploits taxo 
tb ---t cough chest cough_bl, lep ---t sLnose skin_le_no. Wondering about the tightest lower and upper bound of the probability that typhoid causes fever and headache, we get the probabilistic query 3(fever headjtyph)[x1,x2], which yields the tight answer a = {xi/ .8, x2/1 }. We chose these inference rules, since there is already a quite extensive literature on similar inference rules, which are locally complete for biconnected chains of three pair wise different basic events without any taxonomic knowl edge beside (see, for example, [9] , [2] , [25] , [8] , and [13] ).
THE INFERENCE RULES
Hence, the selected inference rules seem to be quite im portant, and they also have well-explored counterparts in restricted frameworks, which may serve for comparisons.
It remains to compute the deduced tightest bounds in the selected inference rules. Let us fi rst give some examples to get a rough idea on possible problems that may arise to our work. Let B = {A, 8, C} and let KB = TKB U PKB, where TKB is given by Table 1 , left side, and PKB is given by the conjunctive events A, B, and C in Table 1 , right side, and by the bounds in Table 2 . KB is inconsistent iff one of the conditions ( 1) to (7) holds. If one of(J) to (4) holds, then KB f= A-+ 1_, C-+ l_. If one of ( 3) to (7) holds, then KB f= B -+ l_.
(1) TKB f= A-+ C, BC-+ Aandu2 < Y1 .
TKB f= AB -+ C and v1 > x2, (6) TKB f= BC-+ Aandv2 < x1.
(7) TKB f= ABC -+ l_ and x1 + v1 > 1.
Proof. The proof is given in full detail in [ 17] . D Coming back to our examples, for (a) with TKB = {ABC -+ l_ }, we get TKB f= ABC -+ l_ and x1 + v1 = 0.2 + 0.9 = 1.1 > 1. Hence, by Theorem 5.1, KB is in consistent with KB f= B -+ l_. For (e) with A = A and C = AC, we get 0 f= C -+ A. Thus, TKB f= C -+ A and U!Xl In summary, the premises of our inference rules must be coherent and consistent. The coherence can be checked by simply applying its plain definition, while the consistency can thereafter be checked with Theorem 5 .1.
We are ready to proceed with our inference rules. Again, before focusing on their technical details, let us give some illustrating examples. Let B = {A, 8, C} and let KB = TKB U PKB, where TKB is given by Table 3 , left side, and PKB is given by the conjunctive events A, B, and C in Table 3 , right side, and by the bounds in Table 4 . We easily verify that all KB in (f) to (k) are coherent and consistent. Tables 5 to 7 show the tight logical consequences of KB that are deducible by our inference rules SHARPENING, CHAINING, FUSION, and COMBINATION (the underlined bounds for SHARPENING improve the given bounds). The examples (f) to (i) contain explicit taxonomic knowl edge in the taxonomic knowledge-base, while the example G) contains implicit taxonomic knowledge in the structure of the conjunctive events (A = A and C = AC entails 0 I= C -+ A, hence TKB I= C -+ A).
We observe that the deduced tightest bounds in the ex amples with explicit or implicit taxonomic knowledge are much tighter than the ones in the examples without any taxonomic knowledge at all: the examples (h) and G) increase (k) by exactly the additional explicit and im plicit, respectively, taxonomic knowledge C -+ A. As a consequence, the deduced tightest bounds in (h) and U) are much tighter than the ones in (k). For instance, The fact that implicit taxonomic knowledge may increase the tightness of the deduced bounds also shows that all sim ilar inference rules of the literature that are locally com plete for a biconnected chain of three pairwise different ba sic events are generally not locally complete anymore for a biconnected chain of three conjunctive events.
Finally, we present our magic inference rules: The operands of min and max may be followed by a set of conditions that must all hold for including the operand in computing the minimum and maximum, respectively (for example, min(v2, x2, Y2 {/3, c}) denotesmin(v2, x2, Y2) ifbothf3andchold, andmin(v2, x2) otherwise). Proof. The proof is given in full detail in [ 17] . D 
DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we presented the magic inference rules SHARPENING, CHAINING, FUSION, and COMBINA TION, which deduce tight logical consequences from a bi connected chain of three conjunctive events under addi tional taxonomic knowledge over conjunctive events.
We discover that our magic inference rules are surprisingly complex. At first glance, it is not clear at all where the deduced tightest bounds come from (this is the reason for which we call them 'magic' inference rules). In [17] , we need a huge technical effort to discover these bounds, and to prove soundness and local completeness of the magic in ference rules. Hence, it seems unlikely that other locally complete inference rules that have more extensive taxo nomic and probabilistic knowledge in their premises can be worked out. Also, just generalizing our inference rules to propositional events would be a nearly intractable task.
Another interesting result is revealed if we analyze the global completeness of a probabilistic deduction technique that is based on the iterative application of the magic infer ence rules. Since we put a huge effort in elaborating our lo cally complete magic inference rules, we may at least hope that they are also a big step towards global completeness. However, we now show that all systems of inference rules for probabilistic deduction in taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events are globally in complete (note that we assume a fixed number of proba bilistic formulas in the premise of each inference rule).
We give an indirect proof of this important result: let us as sume that we have a globally complete system of inference rules in which the number of probabilistic formulas in the premise of each inference rule is limited by k 2:: 1. Now, let B = {BI, B2, ... , Bn} with n 2:: k + 2 and let KB = TKB U PKB be given by TKB = {BiBi-+ ..L II::; i < j ::; n} and PKB = {(BiiT)(l/n, 1)1 1 ::; i ::; n }. We get the tight logical consequence KB Fright (BIIT)[ l/n, 1/n]. However, the least upper bound 1/n cannot be deduced by the assumed system of inference rules, since it requires all the lower bounds of the n -1 > k probabilistic formulas (BdT)[ l/n, 1] with i E ( 2 :n ] . We also cannot divide the computation, since we do not have any probabilistic formu las over conjunctive events that could keep provisional re sults. Note, however, that with probabilistic formulas over propositional events, the computation could be divided: for example, for n = k + 2, we could deduce first (B2 V B31T)[ 2/n, 2/n] (that is, ( --,(--, B 2 1\ •B3) IT)[ 2/n, 2/n]) and thereafter (B IIT)[ l/n, 1/n], assuming an appropriate system of inference rules.
Hence, also our magic inference rules are globally incom plete, since the maximum number of probabilistic formu las in their premises is four. In the considered example, our magic inference rules deduce the upper bound 1 -1/ n, which is different from the least upper bound 1/n already for n > 2. Taking, for example, n = 100, the deduced upper bound is 0. 9 9, but the least upper bound is 0.01. We give another example, which shows that the itera tive application of CHAINING may globally be very in general probabilistic deduction problems with probabilistic formulas over basic events in [19] .
In summary, there is a huge effort in exploring the 'magic' of locally complete inference rules for probabilistic de duction from taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events. Moreover, as a matter of principle, there does not exist any globally complete system of infer ence rules for this framework.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented locally complete inference rules for proba bilistic deduction from taxonomic and probabilistic knowl edge-bases over conjunctive events. Surprisingly, these inference rules are very complex and it is at first glance not clear at all where the deduced tightest bounds come from. Moreover, analyzing the global completeness of our inference rules, we discovered examples of globally very incomplete probabilistic deductions. More generally, we even showed that all systems of inference rules for taxo nomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events are globally incomplete.
Hence, probabilistic deduction by the iterative application of inference rules on probabilistic formulas seems very lim ited in its field of application. The way in which probabilis tic interpretations give semantics to probabilistic formulas seems to contradict the kind of modularity that stands be hind the iterative application of inference rules. This im portant insight has an impact on all areas that deal with probabilistic deduction in similar frameworks.
